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SUMMARY

Humans are adept at learning the latent structure of the relationship between ab-
stract concepts and can build a cognitive map from limited experiences. Howev-
er, examining internal representations of the cognitive map is challenging
because they are unobservable and differ across individuals. Here, we introduce
a behavioral training protocol designed for human participants to implicitly build
a map of two-dimensional social hierarchies while making a series of binary
choices and analytic tools for measuring the internal representation of this struc-
tural knowledge.
For complete details on the use and execution of this protocol, please refer to
Park et al. (2020a, 2020b).
BEFORE YOU BEGIN

Stimuli

1. To create a social hierarchy, prepare the same sizes of 16 visual images for a set of stimuli.

a. The size of each face that we used for the experiment is 3503350 pixels.

b. To use the provided stimuli presentation code (PsychoPy), the file names and the path should

follow the provided examples. Note that the provided stimuli presentation code does not

rescale the stimuli.

c. Note that in the example we provided license free images. However in actual experiment, we

use face stimuli of MR2 (Strohminger et al., 2016). Note that face stimuli presented in this pa-

per are license-free images for display purposes.

2. Convert all images to grayscale and adjust them to have the same mean brightness value.
Arranging stimuli on an abstract knowledge structure

3. In the current study we choose a social hierarchy structure which comprises of 16 face stimuli.

Therefore, this protocol has only been tested for a particular social hierarchy structure and partic-

ular stimuli sets, while this protocol would be flexibly adapted for the structural knowledge with

different dimensions incorporating different stimulus sets.

4. Create a social hierarchy by placing 16 face stimuli in a 43 4 grid where the position of each stim-

ulus on the x and y-axes is that face’s rank in two different social hierarchies respectively (If using

the PsychoPy codes in the repository, put the names of the image files from 1.png to 16.png
STAR Protocols 2, 100423, June 18, 2021 ª 2021 The Author(s).
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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according to low to higher ranks in the hierarchy (See the number of images and the correspond-

ing positions in the social hierarchy in Figure3B, left panel).)

5. Split the 434 social hierarchy into two 8 member groups as shown in Figure 1A.

a. Arrange the location of stimuli to make sure that any visual features of the face (gender, race,

and age) are not associated with the rank of the individuals or the groups.

b. Prepare eight sets of stimuli to ensure the effects of social hierarchy are not associated with a

specific set of face stimuli.

c. In the case of presenting a face in multiple stimuli sets, place those faces in different locations

in different sets.

6. Among eight sets of stimuli, assign a set of stimuli randomly to each participant.

7. To ensure that participants make decisions with the same stimuli set while participating multiple

days of training and to track the counterbalanced dimensions, we assign each participant a

unique identifying code in the form of an alphanumeric code, and use the same unique identifier

across different training sessions.
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and algorithms

MATLAB ver.2018a MathWorks https://www.mathworks.com

PsychoPy 3 Peirce et al., 2019 https://www.psychopy.org/

Other

The MR2 (facial stimuli) Strohminger et al., 2016 http://ninastrohminger.com/the-mr2

Experimental models: organisms/strains

Human subjects (282 participants,
176 female, age range: 19–25)

Park et al., 2020a n/a

Deposited data

Sequence schedules Park et al., 2020a Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/bnc3w/)
with the identifier https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.
IO/bnc3w.

PsychoPy code to run the training
protocols

Park et al., 2020a Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/bnc3w/)
with the identifier https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.
IO/bnc3w.

MATLAB code for behavioral analysis
and simulation

Park et al., 2020a Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/bnc3w/)
with the identifier https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.
IO/bnc3w.

MATLAB code for the fMRI data
analyses

Park et al., 2020a https://github.com/argmaxv/socialmap
STEP-BY-STEP METHOD DETAILS

One-back task

Timing: 5 min

To familiarize participants with the 16 faces stimuli, participants perform a one-back task at the

beginning of the Day 1 training.

1. The following instructions are given at ;1 in Figure1B. Read the following instructions to the

participant:

a. You will see a sequence of 16 businessperson’s faces presented one after another. A cross will

be shown between each of the faces at different time intervals. Each face will be presented for

2 s.

b. Press a space key using the keyboard if the face on the screen is the same with the face from

the trial before.
2 STAR Protocols 2, 100423, June 18, 2021
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Figure 1. The overall behavioral training protocols

(A) The structure of two social hierarchies (groups) in two independent dimensions.

(B) Three days of behavioral training schedule.

(C and D) The leaning- and test-blocks on Day-1.

(E and F) The leaning- and test-blocks on Day-2. The non-dotted line indicates the pairs presented during the learning-block. The dotted line indicates

the pairs presented during the test-block. Note that every face in one rank is paired with every face in the other rank during test-block.

(G) The intermixed test-block (Test2).

(H) The altered protocol to make participants learn the hierarchy of a single combined hierarchy not two separate hierarchies per group. In Park et al.

(Park et al., 2020b), participants have learned the relationship of 16 individuals together. They learned the hierarchical relationship in each of two

dimensions on different days.

(I) Notably, the individuals in the pairs presented during learning phases have one-rank level differences in the given dimension. The presenting pairs

are not limited to those who have a one-rank level difference in both competence and popularity dimension as this example shows. Accordingly, our

training protocols did not encourage participants to use Manhattan distance to infer the relationship between two individuals in the social hierarchy.
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c. You won’t get a feedback on your decision.

d. Your goal is to press as quickly and accurately as possible.

2. In each of 48 trials, a face stimulus is shown on the middle of the black screen for 2s followed by a

1s inter trial interval (ITI) with a grey cross in a black background.

a. 16 faces images are presented to participants in pseudorandom order. All 16 faces are shown

three times while each face is followed by itself once.

Note: The response data of the one-back task is not analyzed.

Learning and test blocks (day 1 and day 2)

Timing: 2 h in each day (30 m per block, 4 blocks in a day)

The purpose of this behavioral training is to guide participants in learning the status of 16 unfamiliar

people in two separate groups organized hierarchically on two orthogonal social hierarchy dimen-

sions (Figure1A). Participants complete three days of behavioral training, with a 48-h gap between

each training session over a five-day period: the 1st day, Day 1 training; 3rd day, Day 2 training; and

5th day, Day 3 training (Figure1B). During Day 1 and Day 2 participants learn the relationship of

within-group members.

3. During the first two days of training, participants learn two social hierarchies (one per group)

through piecemeal experiences of pair comparisons. That is, the possible pairs of face stimuli

to be compared were randomly chosen (not in succession across trials), which requires partici-

pants to integrate the knowledge learned at different times to construct the overall structural rela-

tionship.

a. The 16 face stimuli are split into two eight-person groups (Figure1A). Participants learn the

relative ranks of the two groups’ members in different dimensions separately in different

blocks.

4. Each day consists of four learning-blocks. Each learning-block is followed by a test-block

(Figure1B).

a. For example, for the first day of training, a participant learns the relative ranks of group 1 in the

popularity dimension for block 1 and 3 (Figure1C) and the relative ranks of group 2 in the

competence dimension for block 2 and 4 (Figure1D).

b. For the second day of training, the participant learns the relative ranks of each group in the

unlearned dimensions in the same way. That is, the participants learn the relative ranks of

group 1 in the competence dimension in block 1 and 3 (Figure1E) and the relative ranks of

group 2 in the popularity dimension in block 2 and 4 (Figure1F).

5. During learning-blocks participants learn the relative ranks of individuals through a series of feed-

back-based dyadic comparisons.

a. Participants learn relationships between individuals who differed by only one rank on the given

dimension by completing 96 trials of binary decisions while receiving feedback on their

choices.

b. There are 12 possible pairs of individuals whose ranks have one rank difference in each of two

dimensions (Figures 1C–1F, non-dotted arrows).

c. The pairs (i.e., A and B individuals) switch positions on the screen between trials (i.e., both ‘A

and B’ and ‘B and A’ are shown in the right and the left side of the screen in different trials; 12

trials32 = 24 pairs).

d. Each pair is presented four times (24 pairs34 = 96 pairs) in a random order.

6. During test-blocks participants make inferences on the relative status of a pair of individuals who

differed by one or more levels on one dimension.

a. During each test-block participants complete 96 trials of binary decisions.

b. There are 24 possible pairs of individuals whose ranks have differences of one or more ranks

differences in each of two dimensions (Figures 1C–1F, dotted arrows).
4 STAR Protocols 2, 100423, June 18, 2021
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c. The position of these 24 pairs are alternated (48 pairs) and presented twice (96 pairs).

d. The 96 pairs are presented in a random order.

e. During test-blocks participants do not receive any feedback.

7. During test-blocks the pairs presented in each trial, response, accuracy and the reaction times

were recorded in output file.

CRITICAL: Participants are never asked to combine individuals’ ranks in both dimensions
to make decisions, and they are never shown either the one-dimensional (1-D) or two-

dimensional (2-D) social hierarchies. Participants are never given any information implying

the structure of social hierarchies, such as the total number of ranks in each dimension, or

the number of individuals allocated into the same rank and are never asked to solve the

task spatially. Participants have up to 10 s to make a decision. If not responding in time,

the next trial is presented. The missed trials are tested again after a random number of tri-

als in the same block, this allows for collecting responses to all trials from all participants.

To avoid the possibility that participants make decision strategically, participants are not

informed of this. It is critical to make participants learn the hierarchy of different dimen-

sions on different days. Based on a preliminary test, we found that all participants were

not able to learn the hierarchy in two dimensions within one day training. This protocol

has only been tested with the 48 h gap between training sessions which was chosen based

on the general class schedule of participants.
Task instruction for the learning and test blocks (day 1 and day 2)

Timing: 30 min

Participants received oral instructions about the task with examples. Different faces from the actual

stimuli are used in these examples. Participants were told the following information while each im-

age (i.e., Figures 1C and 1E) is on the screen. Participants receive this information at the time of;2

on Day 1 in Figure 1B and are reminded again at the time of ;3 on Day 2 in Figure 1B.

8. Provide the following cover story
a. In this task, you will be shown two businessperson’s faces from the previous group of 16.

These businesspersons have been previously evaluated based on two independent criteria

‘‘popularity’’ and ‘‘competence.’’

b. Popularity will be defined as individual’s ability to raise capital or funds through crowdfund-

ing. For example, if business person A raised $10 million on Kickstarter for a previous ven-

ture, and business person B only raised $5 million on Kickstarter for a previous venture,

then business person A would be considered to have a relatively higher popularity than B.

c. Competence will be defined as the business person’s technical skill set. For example, if busi-

ness person A knows how to build or design a product better than business person B, then

business person A would be considered to have a relatively higher competence than B.
9. Give the following instructions while an example image of a learning block cue is present.
a. The learning block will start with ‘‘LEARN’’ sign on the screen.
10. Decision during learning block
a. Give the following instructions while an example image of a Decision phase during the

learning-block is present.

b. At each trial in the learning block two faces among 16 entrepreneurs will be presented on the

screen (top right and top left) with a color square (bottom middle) which indicates the task

relevant dimension.

c. When the square between the two businessperson’s is red, you will infer the businessper-

son’s rank by popularity.

d. When the square between the two businessperson’s is blue, you will infer the businessper-

son’s rank by competence.
STAR Protocols 2, 100423, June 18, 2021 5
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e. During a learning block, through trial and error, you will need to learn which of the two busi-

nesspersons is relatively more popular or more competent.

f. During the learning-block two individuals are paired together in every trial have one rank dif-

ference in the given social hierarchy dimension.

g. Please choose the face who is of higher rank than the other by pressing a right or left arrow

key on the keyboard.

h. Because the two faces on the screen always have one rank difference in the given dimension,

there is always a correct answer.

i. Your choice will be highlighted with the color corresponding to the given criteria.
11. Feedback during the learning-block
a. Give the following instructions while an example image of feedback during the learning-

block is present.

b. During the learning-block you will receive feedback for their choices.

c. If you choose the correct choice (the more popular or more competent business person), the

word ‘‘correct’’ (in green) will be displayed on the screen.

d. If you choose the incorrect choice (the less popular or less competent business person), the

word ‘‘incorrect’’ (in orange) will be displayed on the screen.

e. You can always rely on the feedback to learn. Therefore, after some trial-and-error, you will

learn about the business person’s relative competence and popularity and be able to make

correct decisions.

f. Some business persons can be at the same rank in the social hierarchy. For example, when an

individual A is shown together with B as well as C in different trials under the same compe-

tence criteria, and A is higher rank than both B and C, then B and C are at the same rank in the

competence criteria.

g. Importantly, we won’t show two faces who are at the same level in the given criteria. In the

example, because B and C are not one rank different from each other but at the same rank,

you would not see B and C together in the competence criteria.

h. Therefore, there is always a correct answer.

i. When you have ‘‘incorrect’’ sign, you can also learn that the other has higher competence or

popularity.

j. After feedback, the next trial would start.

k. Your goal is to be as accurate as possible.

l. You will have up to 10 s to make a decision. If you do not respond in time, a text message,

‘Missed’ is shown for 2s which is followed by the next trial.

m. When you see ‘‘BREAK’’ on the screen. Please take a small break and resume the task by

pressing either left or right arrow key when you are ready.
12. Test-block cue
a. Give the following instructions while an example image of test block cue is present.

b. When a learning-block ends, participants proceed to the test-block.

c. Participants can take a short break and start the test-block training by pressing any key when

they are ready.
13. Decision phase in test-block
a. Give the following instructions while an example image of test block decision is present.

b. During each test-block trial, you will see a pair of businesspersons and a color square indi-

cating the task relevant dimension, similar to a learning-block trial.

c. You are asked to choose the businesspersons who is higher in rank than the other in the given

criteria using the same arrow keys.

d. Every trial in the test-block will be presented under the same criteria (competence or popu-

larity) of the previous learning-block.

e. You will see businesspersons among those they learned the relative rank in the given dimen-

sion.

f. Unlike the learning-block, during test block a pair of two businesspersons can be one or more

ranks difference.
STAR Protocols 2, 100423, June 18, 2021
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g. Your goal is inferring the relationship between two faces in the given criteria accurately.

h. For example. if you know that A is more competent than B, and B is more competent than C,

then you can answer A is more competent than C.

i. Unlike the learning-block, during test block you will not get any feedback on their choice,

meaning the trial will not display ‘‘correct or ‘‘incorrect.’’

j. If you did not make a choice within 10s, during the test blocks, a text message, ‘Missed’ is

shown for 2s which is followed by the next trial.
14. New learning- and test-block cues
a. Give the following instructions while an example image of the learning block cue is present.

b. After a test block a new learning and test block is presented.

c. There are 4 learning-blocks. Each learning-block is followed by a test-block.

d. Participants would need to use the knowledge acquired during the learning-block to make

better decisions in the later part of the experiments earning more monetary rewards accord-

ing to their performance.
15. Ask the following questions at the end of task instruction (at the time of;2 and;3 in Figure1B).

Ensure participants can answer correctly the following questions. If they can’t, provide the rele-

vant instruction again (see below) and ask the question again.
a. Make sure participants are able to associate each of the two colors to each of the two

different dimensions of the hierarchy. It is important for the studies that specifically plan to

take context variant variables into the analysis such as the direction of vector navigation

over the cognitive map. For example, cosine angle vectors can indicate the competence

modulated by popularity or the popularity modulated by competence according to how

the vector angles are defined. Importantly, they can be different. To test this effect across

participants, therefore, a researcher should be able to assume all participants use the

same axis as the reference frame.

i. When the square displayed between two businesspersons is red, what are you testing for?

ii. When the square displayed between two businesspersons is blue, what are you testing

for?

iii. If a participant cannot answer correctly, provide the cover story again (in 8).

b. During the learning-block, entrepreneur A is compared with entrepreneur B, as well as with

entrepreneur C. If B is higher competence than A and A is higher competence than C, then

who is at higher rank in competence dimension between B and C? And what is the rank level

difference in the competence dimension?

i. The right answer is that ‘B is two rank higher than C in competence dimension’.

ii. If a participant cannot answer correctly, provide the decision and feedback phases instruc-

tion in learning block story again (in 9 and 10).

c. If A is higher rank in popularity than B, who is at the higher rank in the competence dimen-

sion?

i. The right answer is ‘I don’t know’.

ii. If a participant cannot answer correctly, provide the cover story again (in 8).

CRITICAL: Participants should be clearly instructed about the following information: feed-
back-based learning is limited to the relationship between individuals who differed by only

one rank on one dimension at a time. During test-blocks, participants make inferences of

the relationship between individuals who differed by one or more ranks on one dimension

at a time. We have not tested the protocol without providing this instruction because par-

ticipants theoretically could construct a social hierarchy structure in different forms

without this information while making successful inferences during behavioral training

based on this alternative structure. It is critical for researchers to be able to assume that

participants place neighboring individuals with equidistant intervals to examine the dis-

tance and angles of inferred trajectories when participants use this representation as a

map for making novel inferences. If participants have different structures, the distances

and angles of the inference trajectories wouldn’t be measurable, which would
STAR Protocols 2, 100423, June 18, 2021 7
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subsequently prevent us from concluding whether participants construct the maps in 2-D

space or not.
8

Optional:During the first learning-block, half of the participants learn the competence dimen-

sion and the other half learn the popularity dimension (order counterbalanced).

Note: From preliminary experiments, we have found that participants could not learn the rela-

tionship between one group of individuals in two dimensional hierarchies within one day. It is

important to make participants learn each of two-dimensional hierarchies in separate days.

We speculate that the memory consolidation process during sleep plays a critical role to trans-

form the recently learned experiences into a more stable structural form (Ellenbogen et al.,

2007) and to afford learning multidimensional structural knowledge.

Pause point:When the learning-block cue or test-block cue is on the screen, the participant

could take a break and press any key to start a learning-block when they are ready.
Testing within-group social hierarchy in intermixed dimensions (Test2 blocks on day 2 and

day 3)

Timing: 1 h in each day

After the learning- and test-block on Day 2 training is complete, participants perform an additional

test-block called ‘test2’. The test2-block (Figure1G) includes the trials in which participants infer the

relative rank between individuals who belongs to the same group (two individuals in group 1 or in

group 2). During this additional test block (Test 2) the two dimensions are intermixed for the first

time and presented in a random order across trials. This same test2-block is also performed at the

beginning of Day3 training. Unbeknownst to participants, a missed trial is tested again after a

random number of trials in the same block, which allowed collection of responses to all trials from

all participants. We did not inform participants of this to prevent potential strategic decisions.

16. Like the previous test blocks, during intermixed test block, participants choose a higher rank in-

dividual between two who have one or more rank difference in the given dimension.
a. During intermixed test blocks present participants with all possible pairs whose ranks are

different in each of two social dimensions while the task relevant dimension is intermixed

across trials.

i. During the intermixed test block on Day 2 participants make inferences on 192 unique

pairs which were presented in the test blocks.

ii. These 192 trials include 96 trials in competence dimension and 96 trials in popularity

dimension (Figure1G dotted-lines).

b. For Day 3 intermixed test block, participants make the same inferences while the position of

the faces (right or left side) on Day 2, is alternated on Day3 (left or right side).
17. During intermixed test blocks participants did not receive any feedback for their choice.

18. During test2-block the pairs presented in each trial, response, accuracy and the reaction times

were recorded in output file.

19. Participants who successfully distinguished the second and third rank individuals in each of two

social hierarchy dimensions above chance (>50%) while also reaching more than 85% accuracy

overall continue the behavioral training for the ‘hub learning’ phase on Day3 (See exclusion

criteria in quantification and statistical analysis for details of exclusion threshold).
Task instruction for Test2 blocks

Timing: 5 min
STAR Protocols 2, 100423, June 18, 2021
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The following information is explained to participants at ;4 and ;5 in Figure1B while presenting

the intermixed test block cue.

20. Test2-block cue
a. The block cue is the text ‘Test2’. ‘Test2’ is the title given to signify intermixed test block to

participants.
21. Decision in test2-block
a. Inform participants that during the test2-block, they choose who has a higher rank between

two individuals in the given dimension.

b. During the test2-block the task-relevant social hierarchy dimension can change every trial.

Otherwise, these trials are identical to the other test-blocks.
22. Inform participants that they get an extra monetary bonus if their overall accuracy in the inter-

mixed test block of each day is more than 90%, and they can get double the bonus when the

accuracy is more than 95%.

23. Inform participants that if their overall accuracy in the intermixed test block of each day is below

a certain threshold (which we do not specify), they could not continue the experiment.

CRITICAL: Check your IRB approval allows to provide performance-based compensation.

Pause point: When test2-block cue is on the screen, the participant can take a break and

press any key to start a learning-block when they are ready.
Learning between-group social hierarchy (Hub learning blocks on day 3)

Timing: 30 min (15 min per block, 2 blocks)

During the first two days of training, participants learn the relative status of two groups of 8 individ-

uals separately, on only one dimension per day. During Day3 hub-learning-block, participants learn

the relationship of selected between-group members for the first time. Connecting two groups, the

hub individuals allow unique ‘‘paths’’ to be created between members of different groups. By

learning between-group relationships through the hubs, participants are theoretically able to

make novel inferences of unlearned relationships of two between-group individuals. During the

novel inferences, the hub will play an important role for transitive inferences between unlearned

pairs of between-group individuals. This hypothesis can be tested in a separate experiment (Park

et al., 2020a).

24. In each trial of hub learning, participants are presented with two individuals in different groups.

At least one of them is the ‘hub’. The hub indicates an individual who has been paired not only

with within-group members during Day1 and Day2 training, but also with between-group mem-

bers during Day3 hub-learning-blocks.

25. During the hub learning block, we present a color cue indicating the task-relevant dimension

and face stimuli (F1 and F2) in sequential order (Figure2A). This sequential presentation is

only to make participants familiar with the task in the future experiment (Park et al., 2020a).

26. During hub learning a hub in one group is paired with four members in the other group in the

given dimension.
a. A hub is always rank 2 or 3 in the task-relevant dimension. This ensures all hubs have ‘‘won’’

and ‘‘lost’’ on 1/2 of trials and allows for equal comparisons with 1-rank-level difference peo-

ple of both higher and lower rank.

b. Like the learning-block on Day 1 and Day2, two faces paired in each trial of the hub learning

block also have one rank difference. Therefore, a hub rank 2 would be paired with a rank 1 or 3

in the given dimension. A hub rank 3 would be paired with a rank 2 or 4 in the given dimension

(Figures 2B and 2C).
STAR Protocols 2, 100423, June 18, 2021 9



Figure 2. The protocol for the hub-learning on day 3

(A) An example trial of hub-learning.

(B and C) The position of hubs and non-hubs. Note that the thin lines within each social hierarchy indicate the learned

relationships during Day-1 and Day-2 training. The bold lines between two hierarchies indicate the pairs presented

during the hub-learning. The hubs are paired with the non-hubs individuals in the other group who have 1 rank level

difference in the given dimension. Therefore, the hubs in blue/red backgrounds are paired only with other non-hubs

who are also in the same colored background.
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c. There are two individuals who are the hubs in each group in the popularity dimension (Fig-

ure2B) and another two individuals who are the hubs in each group in the competence

dimension (Figure2C) (eight hubs in total).
27. There are 64 trials in each hub learning block.
a. There are 32 unique possible pairs in hub learning (Bold lines between two groups in Figures

2B and 2C).

b. In a learning block each pair is tested twice in a different order (i.e., A hub is F1 for half of the

trials and F2 for the other half).
28. While F2 is present (2s), participants choose the higher rank individual between F1 and F2. Par-

ticipants use the same arrow keys, pressing the left for choosing F1 or pressing the right for

choosing F2.

29. A face stimulus (F3) is presented at the end of each trial for the cover task. F3 is randomly

selected from non-hub individuals in both dimensions (Figure2A).

Optional: During the hub learning block, the stimuli were not presented together on the

screen but presented in sequential order (Figure2A). This sequential presentation is only to

acclimate participants to the future task design in which it is required to separate the neural

signals associated with each individual stimulus, F1 and F2 (Park et al., 2020a). Alternatively,
STAR Protocols 2, 100423, June 18, 2021
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if researchers plan a future study in which the cognitive process associated with each face stim-

ulus does not need to be temporally separated, the stimuli (F1 and F2) can be presented

together on the screen as participants have been previously trained on.
Task instruction for the hub learning blocks (day 3)

Timing: 15 min

The following information is explained to participants at ;6 in Figure1B while presenting an

example trial which includes faces not used for the actual experiment.

30. Hub-learning-block cue
a. The block cue is the text message written ‘Learning2’. ‘Learning2’ is the title given to signify

the hub-learning block to participants.

b. Instruct participants that during learning2-block 3 faces are presented sequentially after a co-

lor cue indicating the task-relevant dimension.
31. Decision in hub-learning
a. While the second face (F2) is present, for 2s, participants choose the higher rank individual

between the first (F1) and F2. Participants use the arrow keys, pressing the left () for choosing

F1 or pressing the right (~x) for choosing F2.

b. Like other learning-blocks, two faces paired in the learning2-block also have one rank differ-

ence in the given social hierarchy dimension.
32. Participants receive feedback for their decision.

33. When presenting F3, ask participants to press an arrow key () when F3 is a woman and to press

the other key (~x) when F3 is a man (the opposite configuration was used for the half of partici-

pants) as quickly as possible.

34. Different colored crosses are presented between stimuli which inform participants the progress

of each trial of hub learning.
a. There is a white cross fixation between the task relevant dimension cue and F1, a purple cross

fixation between F1 and F2, and a green cross fixation between F2 and F3.

b. There is a grey cross fixation before the next trial.
35. There are two learning blocks.

Note: Using different colors of fixation crosses helped participants know the progress of each

trial during hub learning training.

Pause point:When learning2-block cue is on the screen, the participant can take a break and

press any key to start the learning-block when they are ready.

CRITICAL: Since we do not explicitly mention the two groups, we also do not use the word
‘hub’ when explaining the task to participants. We present stimuli in sequential order to

make participants get used to the following fMRI experiment. To make participants accli-

matize to the timing of sequential presentation, participants experience some example tri-

als with faces that are not used during the actual experiment. The F3 presentation is not

essential for building a cognitive map. However, by presenting a non-hub face as F3, we

can ensure each face is presented an equal amount of times during hub learning (12 times

per each face stimulus). It is potentially important to make sure participants are not famil-

iarized with a certain face over the others in order to construct an unbiased cognitive map.

To avoid the possibility that participants associate the F1-F2 pair with a specific F3 face, F3

is shown in block 1 after a pair of F1 and F2 that is different from F3 shown in block 2 after

the same F1-F2 pair. A missed trial is tested again after a random number of trials in the

same block, which allowed collecting responses to all trials from all participants.
STAR Protocols 2, 100423, June 18, 2021 11
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Behavioral training protocol for learning one group hierarchy in two dimensions

Our same protocol could instead be administered to have subjects construct a unitary 2-D cognitive

map of a single social hierarchy learned from piecemeal pairwise comparisons. The following is the

altered protocol for the studies (Park et al., 2020b) in which participants learned the relative status of

16 individuals in a combined 4 3 4 social hierarchy structure in two dimensions (not two groups of

social hierarchies).

The behavioral training protocol for learning a social hierarchy of a single 16 people group is the

same with the protocol for learning the social hierarchies of two groups except for the following dif-

ferences. First, the steps from 36 to 39 substitute for the steps from 3 to 6 (in the section of the

learning and test blocks – Day 1 and Day 2). Second, the steps from 40 to 45 substitute for the steps

from 16 to 19 (in the section of testing within-group social hierarchy in intermixed dimensions – Test2

blocks on Day 2 and Day 3). Since participants learn the relationship of 16 individuals together, par-

ticipants do not need to participate in the hub-learning block (the steps from 24 to 35). Except for the

upper mentioned steps, all the other steps and the task instruction are the same.
Learning and test blocks (day 1 and day 2)

Timing: 2 h in each day (1 h per block, 2 blocks in a day)

The purpose of this behavioral training is to guide participants in learning the status of 16 unfamiliar

people organized hierarchically on two orthogonal social hierarchy dimensions (Figure1A). Partici-

pants complete three days of behavioral training, with a 48-h gap between each training session

over a five-day period: the 1st day, Day 1 training; 3rd day, Day 2 training; and 5th day, Day 3 training

(Figure1B).

36. The relative ranks in one dimension are learned and tested on Day1 and those in the other

dimension are learned and tested on the Day 2.

37. Participants learn the relative ranks in one dimension and are tested on Day 1. Participants then

learn the relative ranks in the other dimension and are tested on Day 2. Because the possible

pairs are doubled of those for learning two groups’ social hierarchies, we reduced the number

of blocks as half (2 blocks).
12
a. Participants learn relationships between individuals who differed by only one rank on the

given dimension by completing 96 trials of binary decisions while receiving feedback on their

choices.

b. There are 48 possible pairs of individuals whose ranks have one rank difference in each of two

dimensions (Figure1H, non-dotted arrows).

c. 48 pairs are presented in a random order in each block (Individuals in the right side have a

higher rank for one half (24 pairs); individuals in the left side have a higher rank for the other

half).

d. The pairs (i.e., A and B individuals) switch positions on the screen in the second block (i.e.,

both ‘A and B’ in block 1 is shown as ‘B and A’ in block 2).
38. During test-blocks participants make inferences on the relative status of a pair of individuals who

differed by one or more levels on one dimension.
a. During each test-block participants complete 96 trials of binary decisions.

b. There are 96 possible pairs of individuals whose ranks have differences of one or more ranks

differences in each of two dimensions (Figure1H, dotted arrows).

c. 96 pairs are presented in a random order in each block (Individuals in the right side have a

higher rank for one half (48 pairs); individuals in the left side have a higher rank for the other

half).

d. The position of these 96 pairs are alternated (192 pairs) and presented across two blocks.

e. During test-blocks participants do not receive any feedback.
STAR Protocols 2, 100423, June 18, 2021
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39. During test-blocks the pairs presented in each trial, response, accuracy and the reaction times

were recorded in output file.

Testingwithin-group social hierarchy in intermixed dimensions (Test2 blocks on day 2 and day

3)

Timing: 1 h in each day

After the learning- and test-block on Day 2 training is complete, participants perform an additional

test-block called ‘test2’. The test2-block (Figure1G) includes the trials in which participants infer the

relative rank between individuals. During this additional test block (Test 2) the two dimensions are

intermixed for the first time and presented in a random order across trials. This same test2-block

is also performed at the beginning of Day3 training. Unbeknownst to participants, a missed trial is

tested again after a random number of trials in the same block, which allowed collecting responses

to all trials from all participants. We did not inform this to participants to prevent potential strategic

decisions.

40. Like the previous test blocks, during intermixed test block (Test2), participants choose a higher

rank individual between two who have one or more rank differences in the given dimension.

41. During a Test2 participants make transitive inferences of relative status between individuals in all

possible 384 pairs (96 pairs per one dimension 3 2 for presentation in alternating order 3 2 di-

mensions) who had one or more ranks differences while feedback is not given (Figure 1H dotted

lines).

42. The 384 trials are tested twice in Test2 block on Day2 and Day3.

43. During intermixed test blocks participants did not receive any feedback for their choice.

44. During test2-block the pairs presented in each trial, response, accuracy and the reaction times

were recorded in output file.

45. Participants were asked to repeat the protocol over multiple training days until their accuracy

reached the designated threshold (such as 95%) in a Test2 block. This helps to make participants

learn a more accurate cognitive structure while increasing the retention rates (see the limitations

section below).

Optional: The threshold is determined by to what extent the researcher wants participants

have an accurate cognitive map. Importantly, the threshold should be set higher than 85%

while participants who successfully distinguished the second and third rank individuals in

each of two social hierarchy dimensions above chance (>50%) (See exclusion criteria in quan-

tification and statistical analysis for details of exclusion threshold).

Placement task

Timing: 5–10 min

The placement task (Figure 3A) is not included in the training procedure. However, this is useful to

test whether the behavioral training is efficient to generate an accurate cognitive map.

46. For the placement task, participants are presented with all 16 faces simultaneously in a random-

ized order on the left side of the screen.

47. Participants select a face by mouse-click and designate where they believe the face ranked on a

two-dimensional graph space.

48. The X and Y axis labels are counterbalanced between Popularity and Competence across par-

ticipants.

49. There is no time limit. When participants finished the placement task, we asked the following

questions. Participants do not get any feedback on their responses.
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Figure 3. Expected results of the behavioral training

(A) An example screen of the placement task.

(B) The example results of the placement task. The red and blue dots indicate the mean position (G standard error

mean) of each businessperson while the grey dots represent their correct position according to their ranks in the social

hierarchy. Figure reprinted with permission from (Park et al., 2020a).

(C) The coefficient of the multiple linear regression predicting the reaction times (RT) from the rank difference

between a pair in the task-relevant dimension, D, and the rank difference in the task-irrelevant dimension, I.

(D) The mean RT according to the rank differences in the task-relevant dimension (right); the mean RT according to the

rank differences in the task-irrelevant dimension (left).
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a. How many levels are in the popularity dimensions? – If participants learned the social hierar-

chy well they should answer as 4 levels

b. How many levels are in the competence dimension? – If participants learned the social hier-

archy well they should answer as 4 levels

c. Is any distance between neighboring individuals particularly longer/shorter than the others?

– If participants learned the social hierarchy well they should know that all neighboring indi-

viduals are equidistant.

d. Ask participants whether the multiple faces they place along an axis are at the same level in

the dimension.

e. Ask participants to place the faces on that axis as accurately as they could.
50. Ask participants to press ‘q’ key once they complete to save and quit.

CRITICAL: Because of the purpose of the study, participants should not be explicitly asked
to use a spatial representation for the following main experiment. Therefore, the place-

ment task is not performed by subjects in themain experiment. We performed a placement

task in a separate group of participants who did not participate in the following fMRI

experiment to ensure the participants for fMRI experiments were never asked to solve

the task spatially (Park et al., 2020a). Alternatively, to examine the internal representation

of the cognitive map of the fMRI participants with the placement task, it should be per-

formed after finishing the fMRI experiment (Park et al., 2020b).
EXPECTED OUTCOMES

According to the purpose of the experiment, we do not want to give any information to participants

indicating that the current tasks can be solved spatially. Therefore, it is not possible to ask partici-

pants to place the faces in a 2-D space to directly observe the mental representation. In that
STAR Protocols 2, 100423, June 18, 2021
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case, the effects of rank differences in the task-irrelevant dimension can be used as an alternative

index. That is, if there are the effects of rank distances in both the tasks-irrelevant and the task-rele-

vant dimension predicting the reaction times of inferences, it further suggests that participants may

use 2-D distances between individuals as an inferred trajectory. Considering that, the effects of rank

differences in the task-irrelevant dimension can be used to verify whether participants construct a

single cognitive map combining two dimensions through the training procedure without performing

the placement task.

Notably, participants only experience/learn the relationship between the pairs who had one rank dif-

ference with feedback during learning-blocks. Therefore, the faster reaction times for the inferences

of unlearned relationships than those for the learned relationships can be used as an index whether

participants construct a cognitive map or recall the chain of the experienced association sequences.

For example, before we directly measured subjects’ knowledge of the social hierarchy using the

placement task, we tested whether the reaction times during the test2-block would change as a func-

tion of not only the rank difference between two individuals in the current task-relevant dimension

but also the rank difference in the task-irrelevant dimension. Figures 3B and 3C shows that the

mean reaction times during the Day-2test-2 block are explained by the linear function of the rank

distances between individuals in the social hierarchy structure. We found that the faster the reaction

times the greater rank difference between individuals not only in the task-relevant dimension but the

task-irrelevant dimension. This effect of rank differences in the task-irrelevant dimension can be used

as a sanity check to see if participants might construct a single cognitive map combining two

dimensions.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Exclusion criteria

1. Only the participants whose overall accuracy rate is more than 85% during the test2-block on Day

2 continue to the Day 3 training.

2. The 85% criterion was determined for the following reasons.

a. The participants who do not construct two one-dimensional 4-rank social hierarchies but

assign the number of win/loss of each entrepreneur as values for decision making are still

able to make a correct decision in the trials associated with the lowest or the highest rank in-

dividuals (because they always win or lose).

b. However, they would fail to infer the relative state between rank2 and rank3 entrepreneurs,

because individuals in rank 2 and rank3 have the same number of win/loss.

c. Therefore, without building the cognitive map, participants could be correct for 83.33% of to-

tal trials in the test2-block, if participants were correct in the trials where they should compare

one entrepreneur to the other rank1 or rank 4 individuals (66.66% of total trials), while also be-

ing correct in the remaining trials at chance level (50%).

d. Considering the above, we use >85% accuracy as our overall criteria while also confirming par-

ticipants successfully distinguished the second and third rank individuals in each of two social

hierarchy dimensions above chance.

3. We suggest a different threshold level for the researcher who changes the structure.
Behavioral analysis

Timing: 5 min

4. Asmentioned in the expected outcome above, we examined whether and howmuch the reaction

times (RT) of participants are explained by the rank difference between two individuals in the so-

cial hierarchy.
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5. The RT of each participant during test2-block on Day 2 is predicted by the rank differences in

both the task-relevant dimension (D) and the task-irrelevant dimension (I) with a multiple linear

regression model using ‘glmfit’ function in Matlab.

6. Collect the effects of rank differences in each of two dimensions across participants. These

regression coefficients of each participant are tested with a one-sample t-test.

7. We found that the longer the distance in D and I, the faster the RT. As sanity check, we tested

whether both D and I regression coefficients are smaller than zero. The significant effect of I

in addition to D indicates that the inferred trajectory of participants is drawn over a two-dimen-

sional (2-D) abstract space which suggests that participants may have 2-D representation of the

cognitive map.

8. Since participants reach high-level accuracy, the accuracy rate is a limitedmeasure to capture the

effects of rank differences, due to a ceiling effect.

9. For visualization, we compute the mean RT per each level of rank difference (Figure3C).

10. The MATLAB codes for these analyses are available in a public repository (see resource

availability below).
LIMITATIONS

Due to the strict time schedule and multiple training days, participant retention and motivation can

be low. We recruited more participants in case they did not want to continue the experiments or par-

ticipants had low accuracy due to a lack of motivation. Participants were initially recruited using

course credit for training as compensation while many students had achieved full credits for their

courses before the end of Day 2 training. In addition to course credits, we needed additional mon-

etary motivation due to the sheer amount of training time needed. This led to dropout due to indi-

viduals not motivated to continue based on monetary compensation. Among participants who

completed the first two days of training, approximately 30% of participants achieved a higher accu-

racy than our threshold during the test2 block on Day 2. We included a high-performance threshold

because of the purpose of the study, we needed to ensure that participants have accurate represen-

tations of cognitive maps to be able to measure them reliably. This low retention rate reflects the

difficulties retaining participants for multiple days experiments. The variable performance is due

in part to using course credit as incentives (e.g., many students had achieved full credits for their

courses before the end of Day 2 training), and true variability of task performance. For the first study

in which we needed to control the training experiences to be the same across participants (Park et al.,

2020a), we did not train low performance participants after day 3. However, in the second study (Park

et al., 2020b), we let participants continue training over multiple days until reaching a high threshold,

which could help to increase the retention rate. This suggests that further training in the first study

would have likewise resulted in improved performance for many subjects and would therefore in-

crease the retention rate, if desirable and equating experience across subjects is not deemed neces-

sary for the experimental goals.
TROUBLESHOOTING

Problem 1

A participant cannot distinguish one face from the other therefore the participant cannot learn the

rank of those individuals (steps 3–6).
Potential solution

Theone-back task is not amandatory procedure to build a cognitivemap.However, we find it is still use-

ful especially for the participants who tend to have difficulty discriminating faces. When the stimuli are

visually similar we recommend increasing the number of face representation during the one-back task.
Problem 2

Participants who learned the relationship between individuals in the one-dimensional social hierar-

chy cannot learn the relationship in the other dimension (steps 3–6).
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Potential solution

Participants cannot learn the relationship between one group of individuals in two-dimensional hi-

erarchies within one day. It is important to have participants learn each of two-dimensional hierar-

chies in separate days. We speculate that different contextualization or/and sleeping may play a crit-

ical role to afford to learn multidimensional structural knowledge.

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be ful-

filled by the lead contact, Seongmin A. Park (seongmin.a.park@gmail.com).

Materials availability

This study did not generate any new materials.

Data and code availability

Sequence schedules, PsychoPy code to run the training protocols, and the Matlab code for behav-

ioral analysis and simulation are available via the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/bnc3w/)

with the identifier https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/bnc3w. TheMATLAB code for the fMRI data an-

alyses in Park et al., 2020a are also available in https://github.com/argmaxv/socialmap.
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